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N/A Laycock’s expectations & 
behaviour 

LI: What are values and why 
are they important? 

Share: A traditional tale that the children 
remember/ know of 
Explore: Sort traditional tale characters 
into good/bad 
Activity: What makes them good? What 
are their values? 

 

N/A LI: To understand emotions 
and create our calm space 
area 

 

Share: a list of emotions- which ones are 
nice to feel? Which one are not nice to 
feel? 
Explore: The classroom for an appropriate 
place for a ‘quiet space’ away from 
distraction  
Activity: As a class, make the calm space 
and role play how to use it. Which 
emotions might I be feeling if I need to use 
the calm space? 

Introduce T2C, practise and embed 
routines within your classroom, like 
assemblies 
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N/A LI: To understand why 
behaviour policies and rules 
are important and how they 
link to the conventional rights 
of a child 
 
**see CRC to the below** 
 

 

Share: Discuss CRC –what are they? How 
do we achieve them in school? How does 
this link to behaviour? 
Explore: If I show any behaviours that 
interrupt learning, what CRCs am I starving 
my peer of during their learning time? 
Activity: Create an advert for our school 
celebrating how we achieve the CRC at 
Laycock 
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N/A LI: To create our class charter 
and expectations within 
classroom 
  

Share: Notes/ discussion/ work from 
handover from previous academic year  
Explore: Make a mind map of things you 
may do that are: friendly, respectful, 
curious.  
Activity: Agree on ‘things we do’ and 
‘things we do not do’ in school.  

Display my class charter on the front of 
the class door. Ensure all ‘rules’ are 
positive, rather than ‘do not’. 

 
The Jazz Man Black History Month 

LI: To recognise, acknowledge 
and celebrate Black History 
Month 
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You Choose Rights and responsibilities, 
including British values 

LI: To understand the process 
of democracy and understand 
the role of ‘councillor’ 

Pick a page of the book to vote on. 
Challenge your class: vite singularly, in 
pairs, fours, eights, half and half class 
and then full class. The only rules: you 
have to agree on the same answer. Who 
shows empathy? Understanding? Who 
gives in and gives something up for the 
better good of other people? Discuss the 
role of a councillor being about 
everyone, not just your own opinions 
and beliefs.  

 
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=g
dsCUExLE-Y 
 
Duck for President 

LI: To vote for our class 
representatives to create 
democracy 

Listen to individual pitches and vote for 
class and eco counsellors 
-liaise with school counsellor leader  

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdsCUExLE-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdsCUExLE-Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdsCUExLE-Y
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Story focus Coverage/LIs Suggested activities Example outcomes 
I Am Perfectly Designed, 
Karamo Brown 

Health 
LI: To recognise and 
celebrate my own 
strengths 

To share our own strengths and positive comments 
about each other 
If you are good at Maths, does that make you brainy? 
What about art? PE? 
Pick a role model- what can we learn from them about 
strengths i.e. Eleanor Simmons an Olympic swimmer and 
disabled- did she stop herself? 

 
My Strong Mind LI: To learn from my own 

experiences (Growth 
Mindset) and set simple 
but challenging goals 

Target activity: 

http://www.reflectedlearning.org.uk/lessons/year-
2-growth-mindsets/ 
Read/ show children our children’s marking policy so 
they understand what growth mindset looks like in their 
book- can anyone spot their own work in the policy? 

 

http://www.reflectedlearning.org.uk/lessons/year-2-growth-mindsets/
http://www.reflectedlearning.org.uk/lessons/year-2-growth-mindsets/
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TBC (different theme each 

year lead by PSHE 
lead) 

Feelings and friendships 
Anti-bullying week 
celebrations and activities 
(planned separately) 
LI: To understand the 
definition of bullying 
LI: To recognise when 
people are being unkind  
LI: To know who to ask for 
help if I am being bullied 
LI: To recognise and deal 
with emotions 
LI: To recognise different 
types of teasing and 
bullying 

 
TBC (different theme each year lead by PSHE lead) 
 

 
Tiddler Julia Donaldson LI: To learn about truth and 

lies 
What is the difference between telling a tale and truth? 
Give ch some ‘facts’ about you –I live on a boat, I am 50 
yrs old.  
What is the difference between a white life/ telling tale/ 
lie- when is it OK to lie? This story is made up, did they 
lie ad was it bad? 

 

‘Friends’ Kathryn Cave and 
Nick Mayland 

LI: To be able to describe 
characteristics of a good 
friend 

Make a ‘best friend’ wanted poster- what makes friends 
characteristics?  

 

Pixar ‘The Birds’ 
https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=nYTrIcn4rjg 

LI: To recognise what is fair, 
unfair, kind, unkind and 
right and wrong 

Sort characters from books/ films into a kind and unkind 
table 
 

 

No, David! LI: To agree on 
consequences of anti-social 
and aggressive behaviours 

What does ‘kind’ look like?  
Children to make freeze frames of ‘kindness’ and 
‘unkindness’ and say what they would do to change the 
negative scene. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/%20watch?v=nYTrIcn4rjg
https://www.youtube.com/%20watch?v=nYTrIcn4rjg
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Story 
focus 

Coverage/LIs Suggested activities Example outcome 

N/A Health (including Relationships & Sex) 

LI: HRSE rules and respect 

See You, Me, PSHE scheme of work  

N/A LI: To understand and respect the 
differences and similarities between people 

See You, Me, PSHE scheme of work  

N/A LI: To learn about the biological differences 
between male and female animals and 
their role in the life cycle 
LI: To learn the biological differences 
between male and female children 

See You, Me, PSHE scheme of work  

N/A LI: To learn about growing from young to 
old and that they are growing and changing 
LI: To learn that everybody needs to be 
cared for and way in which they care for 
others Learning about different types of 
family and how their home-life is special 

See You, Me, PSHE scheme of work  

N/A Safety and risk 
LI: To know the risks of online activity and 
social media  

TBC (different theme each year lead by IT lead and LA 
advisor) 
 

 

N/A LI: To know the benefits of rationing time 
spent on electronic devices  

TBC (different theme each year lead by IT lead and LA 
advisor) 
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Story focus Coverage/LIs Suggested activities Example outcome 
Can Bears Ski? DEAF AWARENESS WEEK 

LI: To recognise, appreciate and 
celebrate Deaf Awareness week 

TBC by Audiology leader 

 
It’s Ok to be different’  Identity & equality, including 

SMSC 
LI: recognise discrimination and 
accept everyone’s value 

What makes us the same?  
‘Scavenger hunt’ find someone who likes 
the same food, someone who has the same 
eye colour, different eye colour, born in a 
different country, speaks one language, two 
.. Discussion at the end. What have we 
found out? 
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Would you rather book LI: To  debate a current topical 
issue and offer recommendations 

about equality  

Strat a simple debate using the book- 
encourage language like ‘I think… because’ ‘I 
agree/ disagree because…’ ‘I think that was 
a good point but…’ 
Chose a UN 17 global goal- pick one and 
debate it’s importance! 

 

The Busy Body book Health 
LI: To know the benefits of rest 
and exercise and describe the 
components of a healthy day 

Make your own visual timetable including 
components of a healthy day i.e sleep, 
teetch, diet, rest, enjoyment, mindfulness,, 
discussion/ interactions, emotions, fresh air, 
learning, etc. 

 
Flabby Cat and Slobby Dog, 
Jeanne Willis 

LI: To recognise what healthy 
choices are and their 
consequences 

Sort hobbies into healthy and unhealthy 
i.e. football, playstation, skiing, sleeping, etc 
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‘Hamster Camp, How Harry 
Got Fit’ Teresa Bateman 

LI: To plan and carry out a 
programme of exercise   

Make a fitness timetable- learnt the 
importance of stretching, warm up, exercise 
to raise your heart beat and cool down.  
What could you do to raise your heart beat? 
Challenge: measure heart beats and 
compare resting to after exercise.  
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Story focus Coverage/LIs Suggested activities Example outcome 
N/A 
 

Laycock’s expectations & behaviour 
Careers & aspirations term- whole school 

initiative 
LI: to explore all the different jobs that you 
can have. 

Classes attend aspirations fair to meet a variety of 
professionals to launch our whole school 
aspirations themed term.  

 
N/A LI: to write about the skills, values and 

knowledge needed for a range of jobs. 
Have a discussion about the different jobs- can we 
make an A-Z list of careers? Can we sort them? Can 
we pick our top 3 jobs? 

 

N/A LI: to explore a range of aspirations with the 
class. 

Make a mind map of the skills needed for jobs/ 
careers of particular interest in the class. Could look 
at classic roles: firefighter, police person, 
nurse/doctor, teacher, etc 

 

N/A LI: to design my own aspirations and my 
future  

Take a picture of each child on the ‘Ageing booth’ 
app. Children to write their own aspirations for 
themselves: life, family, work, etc.. (for whole 
school display) 

 

N/A Safety and risk 
LI: Understand how to stay safe when meeting 
someone new (enrichment/ world of work 
week) 

Teachers to discuss how to keep safe when you 
meet someone new. That you do not know.  
What do we/ o we not tell them? 
What is a safe and sensible distance to keep? 

 

 
Teacher to invite one (or more) career/ professional in that had a lot of interest from the class. 
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Story focus Coverage/LIs Suggested activities Example outcome 
‘A Chair for My 
Mother’ by Vera 
B.Williams 

Money and economics 
LI: To learn about money and spending 
 

Role play- shops, banks, etc  

 LI: To role play simple financial 
transactions 

Ask children to bring in £1 and take them to the shop to 
spend it! 

 

Current teacher 
to decide/ 
Animoto of year/ 
video message to 
class/ etc 

Feelings and friendships 
LI: To reflect on the year I have had 

Current teacher to decide   

New teacher to 
decide  

LI: To celebrate moving on with my new 
teacher (moving up day) 

New teacher to decide   

 


